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A

l924 article published in the American Journal of
Psychiatry reported the results oft.he following labo

they just experienced, either directly by pressing with the

ratory task: "A meaningless picture was produced by

joystick controlling the torque motor."

index finger of their right hand or indirectly by using a

pouring India-ink of different intensities on a piece of thick

The data from the study's two groups of 20 paiticipants

limed paper and then pressing the paper under a glass plate.

are shown in Figure I. Both groups ''reproduced the original

In addition some abstract lines were drawn by chru1ce on the

force much more accurately" when using the joystick to

picture and a few pieces of white paper cut also by chance

control the torque motor than when using only their index

pasted on the same."

finger. And when using the joystick, the two groups did

Two genetically distinct groups of25 human participants

not differ. In contrast, when using their index fingers to

were shown the meaningless picture and asked to talk, for two

control the torque motor, the group represented in blue was

minutes, about any objects in the picture that they recognized.

significantly "more accurate at the task;" that groujp's ability

One group of pruticipants was more prone to articulate what

to match the target force more closely resembled "perfect

the researcher deemed "insignificant" statements, such as "I

performance."

really don't see any objects" or, in the case of one participant,

These results were interpreted by the researchers a s

a photographer, doctor, I'd like to tell you that

suppo1ting the hypothesis that one group was characterized

"If you

are

you had better change professions." The other group was

by "a dysfunction in their ability to predict the sensory

more likely to talk about objects such as dogs, elephants, and

consequences of their actions." Indeed, the title of the article

steamships. Because

was "Evidence for Sensory Prediction Deficits" among this

Figure 1

the

first

group

One last example. Using the Deese·Roediger·McDermott

of "insignificant"

"false memory" paradigm, two groups of participants were

to

presented auditorily with lists of semantically related words

"s i g n i f i c a n t "

(e.g.,

was also deemed

to discriminate between words they'd heard and words

"talkative."

they hadn't heard, including words that were semantically
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bed, rest, awake, tired, and dream), ru1d later asked

statements, that group

a r t i c l e

published just last

Figure2

group of participants. Which group? The blue group.

had a h i g h e r ratio

associated to words they'd heard (e.g.,

sleep). As shown in

Figure 2, the green group demonstrated significantly better

year i n the same

memory discrimination than the purple group; the green

journal

group was less likely to falsely recognize words they hadn't

reported

the r e s u l t s o f t h e

heard, despite th.e false words' semantic association with

following laboratory

words they'd heard.

task: "A target force

The green grcoup's better memory discrimination was

was applied to the

attributed to their mentally representing words "in an

subject's left index

aberrant manner," even though a concurrent - and direct

finger by a torque

- test of semantic clustering found no differences between

motor. Subjects were

the green and purple groups. The green group's aberrant

then r e q u i r e d t o

semantic mental representations was hypothesized to stem

reproduce the force

from "anatomic abnom1alities . . . or as a result of an as-yet
unknown pathology."
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When another research team reported no difference
between green· and purple-type participants in either false
recall or false recognition, the authors of the study that had
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